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Abstract
Usingsuper-Baker-Campbell-Hausdorffrelationson theelementsofthesupergroupOSP(2/2),
we derivethe supersqueezeoperatorand the supersqueezedstates,which are the supersym-
metricgeneralizationof the squeezedstatesofthe harmonic oscillator.
1 Introduction
The concept of supersymmetry became of wide interest to physicists because of attempts to obtain
a grand unified theory of the fundamental interactions. In particular, such supersymmetric theories
predict that there are fermion partners to fundamental bosons, and vice versa. However, searches
for this fundamental supersymmetry have so far proven fruitless, and something of a, "Trust me,
we'll find it at the next accelerator'-attitude has emerged.
On the other hand, phenomenological manifestations of supersymmetry have been found at low
energies, e.g., in the contexts of nuclear physics [1], atomic physics [2], and WKB-theory [3]. The
supersymmetry and atomic physics interests [2, 4] of Alan Kosteleck_, Rod Truax, and myself,
combined with our interest in coherent states [5, 6], led us to develop super-BCH relations [7, 8] as
a precursor to deriving a complete supercoherent states formalism. With Alan's graduate student,
Beata Fatyga [9], we gave supercoherent states for three distinct systems: (i) the super Heisenberg-
Weyl algebra, which defines the supersymmetric harmonic oscillator; (ii) an electron in a constant
magnetic field, which is a supersymmetric quantum-mechanical system with a Heisenberg-Weyl
algebra plus another bosonic degree of freedom, and (iii) the electron-monopole system, which has
an OSP(1/2) supersymmetry. (I also want to mention that Alan, Rod, and I have joined forces
with Man'ko to obtain time-dependent supercoherent states [10].)
At the first International Workshop on Squeezed States [11], Alan reported on our supercoher-
ent states [12]. In the question and answer session of Alan's talk, he was asked if we were trying to
extend our resulta to the supersqueezed states of the harmonic oscillator. (Honest! That was not
a set-up question.) Alan replied that we were, but that it was a harder problem. (If that response
had come from me, instead of Alan, you might now suspect that it was a set-up answer.) Anyway,
having committed ourselves, we hoped to do it before this Second International Workshop on
Squeezed States. And we did-by the skins of our teeth. The last calculation (although not the
last check) was finished on May 18.
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In Sec.2, I will give a quick review of coherent states and squeezed states. (See, also, Ref. [5]).
Then, I go on to show how, given the superdisplacement operator for coherent states [9, 12], one can
obtain supersqueezed states if one can first obtain the supersqueeze operator. This supersqueeze
operator is derived in the following section. I conclude with a description of the supersqueezed
states. Further details and results will appear elsewhere [13].
2 Coherent states and squeezed states
In the SchrSdinger formalism, those states which minimize the x - p uncertainty relation are
-- Z0 2 ]
a = S_0 = s/[2m_] in.
(1)
(2)
When S = i, these Gaussians have the width of the ground state of the harmonic oscillator with
natural frequency v = w/(2_r), and are the coherent states. When S _ 1, they are the "squeezed
states" of the harmonic oscillator. Their uncertainty product evolves with time as
111 12 ][Ax(t)l_[Ap(O] 2 = _ 1 + _ (S _ - _) sin2(2wt) •
In the (displacement) operator formalism, the coherent states are given by
[1] o.D(a)10)= exp[eat - a'al{0) = exp - I'_1'_ _--_1">- I">,
(3)
(4)
where In) are the number states. The displacement operator,D(a), is the unitary exponentiation
of the elements of the factor algebra, spanned by a and at:
D(a) = exp[aa' - a" a] = exp [-l[a[_] exp[aat]exp[-a" a], (5)
where the last equality comes from using a BCH relation. With the identifications Re(a) =
[mw/2]l/2Xo and Ira(a) = po/[2rnw] 1/2, these are the same as the minimum-uncertainty coherent
states, up to an irrelevant phase factor.
Obtaining the squeezed states from the displacement operator coherent states is more compli-
cated than from the minimum-uncertainty coherent states. One starts with the "unitary squeeze
operator"
[ a_a t .aa]
= exp • TJ (6)
--- exp[G+--'_--Jexp Go 2
= exp ei_(tanhr)---_-j exp
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where z - re i_ and Eq. (8) is obtained from a BCH relation. A normal-ordered form for the
second term in Eq. (7) is
Note that S(z) by itself can be considered to be the displacement operator for the group SU(1,1)
defined by
1
1 t 1K+ = ata t, K_ = _aa, Ko = _(a a + 7). (10)
The squeezed states equivalent to the ¢ of Eqs. (1-2) are obtained by operating on the ground
state by
T(a,z)10 ) = n(a)S(z)lO ) =_ [(a,z)), (11)
z - re i#, r = In S. (12)
[¢ is a phase which defines the starting time, to = (¢/2w), and S is the wave-function squeeze of
Eq. (2).]
Although the operator method appears, at first sight, to be more complicated, it has a dis-
tinct advantage when one wants to consider supersymmetry. The operator method has a direct
supersymmetric generalization. The mathematics is clear, and so one does not have to solve the
problem of how to include the fermionic sector in the wave-functon formalism. That answer will
come out in the end.
3 How to obtain supersqueezed states
Recently, we used the operator method to find supercoherent states [9]. Among the examples in
this study, the supercoherent states of the harmonic oscillator were obtained. From the super
Heisenberg-Weyl algebra defined by
[a,a tl=Z, {b,b t}=I, (13)
the superdisplacement operator was obtained:
D(A,0) = exp[Aat--Aa +Ob t +_b] (14)
= (exp[-l IAl2]exp[Aat]exp[-Aa]) (exp[-loo]exp[Obt]exp[Ob]) . (15)
0 and _ are odd Grassmann numbers. They are nilpotent and they satisfy anticommutation
relations among themselves and with the fermion operators b and bt. A and A are complex, even,
Grassmann numbers. Explicit calculation yields
D(A, 0)]0 , 0) = [1 - (1/2)_0]lA, 0) + OIA, 1). (16)
The two labels of 10, 0) in Eq. (16) represent the even (bosonic) and odd (fermionic) spaces. The
bosonic space contains an ordinary coherent state ]A) and the fermionic space has zero or one
fermions. (See Ref. [9] for further details.)
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From the above it is clear that the supersymmetric generalization of the SU(1,1) squeeze
operator of Eqs. (6-8) is what is needed to obtain the supersqueeze operator and, hence, the
supersqueezed states. The group involved is the supergroup OSP(2/2). in addition to the su(1,1)
algebra elements of Eq. (10), it has five more:
1 (17)
4 The supersqueeze operator
To obtain the supersqueeze operator as a product, one solves the t-dependent equation
$(Z, Oj,t) = exp[t(ZK+ - "ZK_ + 0101 + O"_O2 + _=_203+ 020,)1
_ e_,+ K.+ e',_ Ko e_-K- eB1O, euMo eB404 e_aO3 cA Q2
= S,(_,7. &,t). (18)
By construction, #, the 7i, and the _k's are functions of t. Thus, taking the derivative of Eq. (18)
with respect to t and then multiplying on the right by S -1 yields
This can explicitly be written as ("dot" signifies 3)
[ZK+ - "ZK_ + O1Q, 4" _lQ2 .+ _2Q3 + O2Q4]
= _+K+
+ [C +K+ ]%K0[e-'_+ K+ ]
+ [_,+_+_Kol__g_[_-,_Ko-._+K+]
+ SB3_Q_S_
+ Ss[e_lO'l[_Mo[e-a'O']S_ !
+ ss[e_'°' e._'°l_Q_[e-_M°e-_l°'lS_1
+ ss [e_,o,e_'oe',o,]_Q_[e-_,o.e-"'oe-_'°_]S_'
+ s.ie _°' e"'° e_'°' e_°_]_Q_[_-_o_e-B'°' e-"Moe-_olls_',
(19)
(20)
where
ss = [e_÷K+e'_°e'-s'-]. (21)
Note that Ss is the form of the ordinary squeeze operator defined in Eq. (7).
All the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (20) can be written in nonexponential form by
using super-BCH formulas and the graded commutation relations. When this is done, there are
really eight equations, one for each of the factors multiplying the eight elements of the algebra
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osp(2/2); i.e., an equationfor eachof the factors multiplying K+, K0, etc. With some algebra,
each of the eight equations can be changed to a set of equations having only one time-differential
in each.
These eight equations can actually be solved as twenty separate, coupled, differential equations,
of simpler form. This is because the four even group parameters (g, -r+, -r0, %} can each be
written as having three terms, containing products of zero, two, or four of the 0), respectively, and
the four odd group parameters {3_ } can be written as having two terms, containing products of one
or three of the 0j, respectively. (We wll use a presubscript to denote this; e.g., 31= (131) + (33_).)
One takes the eight equations and expands all of the expressions in powers of the 0j. The order-
zero, -two, and -four pieces of the even equations are separated and, similarly, the order-one and
-three pieces of the odd equations are separated. One places the lower-order solutions into the
higher-order equations. (Note that the boundary conditions needed are that the solutions must
all be zero when t = 0. Then the supersqueeze operator will be obtained when we set t = 1.)
One can do this in a weU-defined manner. In particular, the solutions shown below were
obtained by finding, in order: (0_), (0-r+), (0-ro), (0"r-), (131), (132), (133), (134), (2_), (2-r+), (2-r0),
(s-r-), and (,-r_).
In the solutions we will use the suggestive notation
,.=- - [z/z--] (22)
where r and e i# are now understood to represent Grassmann-valued quantities. Then, one can
make the replacements
Z _ re i4', ?Z _ re -_¢_. (23)
Some care is needed because the quantity e_ is strictly defined only for ]_'1 # 0 and _ -¢ 0, where
is the body of _. However, the solutions given below are not affected by this. Even so, the
physical meaning of Grassmann numbers remains an open question [14].
We also define
c - cosh y, s = sinh y, y - rt, (24)
With this, the complete solutions to the group parameters are:
-t- 2--_(_x01 - _202](c - 1) + _20,e -'# - _102ei_](s Y)
o[ 1]+N c-l- sy ,
e'# [_,O,(sc- y) + e_#0,02(c - 1) 2
4r2 c2
+e-'_O_s _ + _O_(sc + y - 2s)]
+8-7_¢_'_ [(2_ +_-_)+ _(_y-2_)+ (-_d + 1_c')]
-ro = [-2_]
(26)
(27)
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1
--[-_181(-ys + c- 1) + ei_lO=(} "q - s)+_ c
8 , "{- yS+e-_=o,(-- + s) + _,o=_= c- 1)]
C C
• c(_vs 4)+ s-_N_[(v=- 1 - 2vs) - +
+c=(2mc + s_- 3- 4vs- ¼s=)],
+(4----r-_g2C2)[_1e1(3C -- Y) -- ei@_le282
(28)
-e-i@_2el(C - 1) 2 -{- _2e2(sc + y - 2s)]
93
_, = ![se, + (_- 1)¢%1
r
+4-!#[_ae,e2(v- 2_s+ vc)+ _'%e, oa(2c(1- c) + vs)], (30)
_== itsa,+(_-I)e-'%1
r
1 ;_1 [_2e, e2(Vc_s+_(sc_v))+_a_,e,e_i_(Vs_3(c_l) - s2)] ' (31)+_
#a = l[(c-- 1)e'_a,+ seal
r
+_[¢%aie1=(v,-2(_-1))+_a_,e,2(w-s)1, (32)
I_4 = -1[(c- 1)e -i_e, + seal
r
1 [e_,#_ae, e2(_4c , + 4c + 2ys) + _lelea(-4sc + 2s + 2yc)]. (33)+_
Setting t = 1 yields the general supersqueeze group parameters.
5 The supersqueezed states
Then, using the above group parameters, the graded commutation relations among the generators,
and the properties of Grassmann algebra, the supersqueezed states can be found to be
T(A,e,z,e,)IO, O) D(A,e)S(Z,e,)IO, O) = IA, e;a,e,)
#r_hi(a t) [(1 - 2_0)[(A, Z), 0) + 0 I(A, Z), 1)]
+_r+ _ha(_ +) [_ ,(A, Z),0) + (1+ 1No)I(A, Z), 1)], (34)
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where
1 1
= 1- _[(2,)+ (.,)] + _(2,)_. (35)
r_ = 1+ (2+1--A)1(_o)+(._o)1+(2 1)'(_o)_ (36)
4 32 '
hl(a t) = 1+_[(27+)+(47+)1(at-_) 2+ (27+)_(at-_[) 4, (37)
h_(a')= (a'-c:_)[I+_-(_+)(_'-_)_]. (38)
As with the supercoherent states, we find that the supersqueezed states are a linear combination
of squeezed states in the bosonic sector with zero or one fermion in the odd sector. What is
different, however, is that the squeezed states are multiplied by a linear combination of boson
raising operators up to order four.
In the limits A _ 0 and Z _ 0, the supersqueezed states reduce to the "fermisqueezed states"
0>: [1 0>+0,01,j
1
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